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NEWS
Teaching in the studio
I can now teach (Covid rules allowing) up to four
people in the new larger studio So if you want
to book an indoor Tai Chi session for yourself or
you and family (or whomever) please call me on
07771 333 369.

Win a free 30 minute one-to-one Zoom Tai
Chi session
I have set up a seven question Tai Chi quiz at
https://ahtca.co.uk/info/h and two lucky people
will win a prize of a free 1-2-1 Tai  Chi session.
The two winners will be the two with the most
correct answers to the quiz. In the event of
more than two people having the same number
of correct answers, the winners will be
randomly selected from that group. Please take
the quiz as soon as possible, delaying often
becomes forgetting. The quiz close date is the
20th June and the winners will be announced
shortly thereafter.

Spread the word and earn commission
The system that we use to run our Membership
site has finally introduced its affiliate program.
That means that you can tell your family and
friends about our Tai Chi membership site (and
live video lessons) and if they start learning with
us you will earn a commission of 40% of the
monthly subscription that they pay. The
commission that you earn can be paid to you,
or donated to a charity - that’s your choice. The
affiliate program will initially be open only to
members of the membership site but will
subsequently be open to everyone. You can
register your interest by sending me an email to
affiliate-program@winghigh.co.uk

THE MAGIC OF TAI CHI

I think that there were a couple of things that
attracted me initially to martial arts and later to
Tai Chi. The first was the idea that a smaller
person could learn skills to help them defend
against a bigger person, and the second was
the promise of almost magical powers that
could protect yourself and injure others.

Well, the first is true, with a lot of training a
degree of ability that allows you to protect
yourself can be developed. Sadly however, for
rational people, the latter is less obtainable.

You can go to YouTube and see example after
example of people (sadly, many of them are Tai
Chi instructors) doing things that look like
magic. Some, like pushing someone away or
throwing someone, with hardly any observable
use of force can be explained by the use of
advanced biomechanical principles. Some, like
making people move without touching them or
making people overreact to a light push, are
mainly the domain of charlatans, although
some are caused by psychological rapport
where the affected person is unaware but
complicit with the deceit.

But, but, but, there certainly is magic in Tai Chi,
given hard work and a lot of practice (as an
example, I am currently practicing Tai Chi in
excess of 10 hours each week) you (yes YOU)
can develop not only great skill in the art of Tai
Chi but you can make significant (and hopefully
long lasting) changes to your levels of health
and wellness. I have had (and do have)
students that have found Tai Chi a virtual magic
elixir. Are you one of them?
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Thank you for being part of our Tai Chi ‘family’ and remember
that Tai Chi is the best gift that you can give both to yourself and

to others you care about.
Agar-Hutton Tai Chi Academy (A division of Winghigh Limited) 27 Ballantyne Road, Rushden, Northamptonshire, NN10 9FJ.

www.taichitraining.pro

FOLLOW THE RULES - 2
This month let’s discussed ‘Be relaxed’ - I know
I have written about ‘Sung’ before, but this is
perhaps the most important aspect of Tai Chi
(both for health and wellness and for its use as
a fighting method) so it’s well worth revisiting.

What is being relaxed? Wikipedia states
“Relaxation in psychology is the emotional state
of a living being, of low tension, in which there
is an absence of arousal that could come from
sources such as anger, anxiety, or fear.” So,
that definition is great from a health and
wellness perspective.

If you are relaxed you are calm, and being truly
calm is not just an outward facade that you
show to hide your anger or upset. It is a deep
(and hopefully continuing) state where you are
genuinely at peace with yourself and the World
around you. The challenge of course is that
there is always so many challenges that we
face and so much bad news that the media
delights in presenting to us, that it can be
difficult to be relaxed without a process (like Tai
Chi) to help.

Back in the day, when I used to run corporate
training courses in Stress Management, one of
the things I would teach is that unless you have
a work related reason for listening / watching the

News, then a great way to de-stress is to
simply not engage with TV, Newspapers, et al.
The additional problem nowadays is that also
means being very selective with your
engagement with social media.

Most news is totally irrelevant anyway. A flood,
or a bush fire, or an earthquake, or a homicide
in a far off country - all are things that can
cause stress because the stress creating part
of the brain does not understand the difference
between threats that are local and need a
stress response and ones that are far away
and don’t.

An example: I was away on a long holiday
when Jill Dando was murdered and did not
hear about it until a couple of YEARS later. If I
had known about that murder, it would have
been stressful. Remember, all bad news, even
news that does not directly affect you, is
stressful. I didn’t hear about it, plus it was
completely irrelevant to me at a personal level
anyway, so there was no downside in not
knowing.

Whilst mental relaxation is VERY important so
too is physical relaxation (and YES there is a
direct relationship between the two) and that is
something I will discuss in the next instalment.

TO BE CONTINUED NEXT MONTH...


